Workplace Technology

IT IN BUSINESS

CR is an end to end provider for all your IT needs. Working to deliver solutions into the NFP community since 1998, CR has established an in-depth understanding of the challenges commonly faced and has developed
the expertise and experience to deliver solutions that are fit for purpose, whilst helping to deliver savings to your bottom line. Put us to the test today and ask for our no cost and no obligation advice.

ACCESSORIES

LAPTOPS, DESKTOPS AND TABLET COMPUTERS

Whether you are Windows, OS/IOS or Chrome, CR has you covered. With brands like Apple,
Microsoft, Lenovo, HP, ASUS, Acer, Toshiba and Dell, just to name a few, CR’s ability to deliver the
right device at the right price has been tested and proven by many of our Members. Let us guide
you through the decision process on which solution/ecosystem is right for your organisation.

CR can offer you the full range of accessories
including cases and covers, laptop bags, cables,
peripherals, charge and sync cabinets/trolleys and
many more categories.
We supply the major brands and can recommend
the ‘best fit’ accessory for your individual need.

By partnering with the
best in the business,
CR is able to deliver the
complete solution for any
requirement. Wi-Fi, SAAS,
BAAS, PAAS, DRAAS,
Hosted, Hybrid, Public,
Private; Let us take the
jargon and turn it into
plain English so we can
then concentrate on your
desired business
outcomes.

AUDIO VISUAL

CR has access to a
wide range of AV products from the leading
brands and is backed
by the right expertise to
advise you on the best
technology fit for your
organisation. Take advantage of our one stop
shop for Projectors and
Interactive Whiteboards,
to Commercial Displays
and Digital Signage,
plus our professional
installation options. You
only need to make one
phone call to access the
right advice.

MDM AND SOFTWARE

PRINTING

CR has been advising our Members on print solutions
for over 10 years now. If you need a wide format printer for banners, a full multifunction device with scanning, faxing, booklet making and stapling , or just need
a desktop printer that does A3 and A4, our strong relationships deliver maximum value for money through
our free, brand agnostic experience and advice.

DATA, CLOUD
AND WIFI

Managing a small fleet of devices can take time, managing a
large fleet can be an enormous job! As your device fleet grows,
investing time into a management tool is essential. If you are
challenged by the combination of institution owned and BYOD
device management, talk to CR about the different management solutions available to your organisation.
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